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PRICE — SE V E N CENTS

University Commended
By Former President

Fifth Annual Hi-U Day
Friday; 2000 Expected

By Nancy Webster

by Ann Barbeau

T he 2000 N. H. h igh-school students expected to attend the fifth
He describes our college as a first, rate
institution, at which, the people of New
annual H i-U D ay here at the U niversity may be in for quite a treat.
Hampshire expect $1.10 worth of edu
T he program for Oct. 25, the big day, was prepared by a com m ittee
cation for every dollar spent, and, by
under the chairmanship of D ave D ecker and is full of excitin g ac
some wonder, receive it. The school is
tivities for the students and their teachers.
better recognized than Durhamites think,
he said.
T he H igh -S ch ool U niversity Day, according to Dr. E dw ard Eddy,
Listing specifically, he commented on
V ice-P resident and P rovost of the U niversity, is meant to give
the Ford Foundation grant for a gradu
high school students a good look at a
ate tutoring seminar, and the reputation
college campus in action. The visitors
of the university for carrying off prizes
are to be impressed with the need of
in The Atlantic short story competitions,
learning the “ fundamentals” in high-school
an impression that was confirmed in his
so that they may be able to do college
conversations with Edward Weeks, the
work. This is important for the state
magazine’s editor. Dr. Adams said he
of N. H., for, as Dr. Eddy mentioned,
knew the work of Dr. Bratton, of the
The elections for Frosh -class officers it ranks 39th out of 48 states in the
Music Department, was well recognized
and -Student Senate vacancies were held number of potential college students who
outside New England, and, from a con
Friday, O ctober 18, in the respective secure a college education. The “glamor
tact in Bethlehem Steel Corporation, that
housing units with the help of W ID C ous” part of University life will there
Is your Dad one of the 1300 coming engineers with U N H diplomas were al
and ID C. The results are as follow s: fore be _minimized and the “intellectual”
to Dad’s Day this Saturday?
ways in demand. He also mentioned the
Freshman President, Peter Kramer; part, with the classroom as its center,
If so, he can look forward to a day value of Dr. Yeager, of the Department
Vice-President, W ayne Curtis; Treas greatly emphasized.
filled with events to interest him, the of Horticulture. “ These can’t tell the
June Gong, who has been named urer, Macia H ervey; Secretary, Lynne
main attraction, of course, being the foot whole story,” he said, “ but the important
Wr-ightnour.
Student Hosts
ball game between the Wildcats and the thing is I never hear anything but favor Miss Chinatown of the Eastern States,
All Freshman candidates began their
holds the trophy presented to her at
Judges from Brandeis.
able comments about the University of her coronation in New York City. June campaigns a week before elections;
The Sophomores and Seniors from the
Registration will be at New Hampshire New Hampshire.”
is a senior majoring in Home Econo those wishing to run were eligible only state’s high-schools will be guided by a
Hall from 9 :00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. All
Dr. Adams said he was delighted with
number 6f University students serving
Dads are requested to register. As guests the new Memorial Union building and mics and is a member of Alpha Chi after they had secured the names o f as hosts. These hosts were recommended
fifty persons.
of the University, Dads will then receive felt a great deal of satisfaction on seeing Omega.
Oil W ednesday, October 16th, the partly by the three colleges on an aca
a ticket to the luncheon and to the foot the construction of a new library and
first
big rally was held in New Ham p demic basis and partly by the Housing
ball game.
women’s dormitory under way, particul
shire
Hall. All candidates for class o f Units, the Student Senate, the Student
From 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon Dads arly since he had, during his administra
Union and the Senior Honorary Societies.
fices
presented platforms and stated
may meet members of the University tion, dreamed of building a new library.
The 350 students finally selected by a
their
qualifications
for
the
individual
faculty and make informal visits around
Favors Increase
panel of seven have been notified. They
offices. The band, Sophom ore Sphinx,
the campus and to various classes. At a
will be excused from classes Friday
He said he thought there was a definite
and Pep Kittens were present at this until 2 :00 p.m. and will have a free lunch
special program in Murkland Auditorium need for the university to increase its
assembly to induce spirit.
from 11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. President enrollment, not only because a higher
in the bargain.
Campaign posters and the distribu
Johnson will address the Dads.
Hi-U Day will officially begin at 8 :30
percentage of high school graduates are
tions of individual campaign cards were a.m. Friday morning, when the highDue to construction complications, the going on to college,, but because the more
the other main means o f publicity.
new Student Union Building, scheduled rigid private colleges and out-of-state
by Nancy Webster
school students will register at N. H.
The vacancies filled in the Student Hall, meet their hosts and begin a campus
to be opened at this time, will not be universities make their entrance require
A
popular
university
coed
has
been
Senate through recent student vote tour. This tour will take them to the
available for inspection.
ments, the harder it will be for New
A t noon a concert will be given by Hampshire people to secure an educa named Miss Chinatown of the Eastern are: Sawyer Hall, Joan H ofer, Sally academic buildings of the University and
States,
1958.
June
Gong
carried
off
the
O rcutt; McLaughlin, Allywnne M c to an inspection of the buildings under
Irving Bartley on the Henderson Mem tion.
crown, as well as the other trophies and
orial Carillon in T-Hall.
_ He pointed out that an increase in the honors that belong to a beauty queen, at Mullen; South, (tie), Elizabeth Tuttle, construction. Unfortunately the Memorial
Beverly W ettergreen; North, Joan Union will not be open. Next, the stu
Luncheon will be served in the Dining size of an institution does not necessarily
Hall from 11:30 a.m. to 1 :00 p.m. at mean a lowering of academic standards. a contest held October 13, in New York M urphy; Smith, Patricia Reilly; Scott, dents will see the exhibits prepared by
City.
Elizabeth Dowgiala, Nancy H obbs;
which time the Men’s Glee Club will Such has certainly not been the case thus
The contest was part of a celebration Alexander, Ronald Cote; East-W est, different campus organizations at Field
entertain under the direction of Mr. far with the growth of UNH, nor did
House and those RO TC in front of
honoring
the
establishment
of
the
Re
Johns W . Wicks.
these fears materialize after the recent public of China, and was open to any Leveritt N ichlos; College Road, Harry Pettee Hall.
The football game at Cowell Stadium expansion at Cornell. The reverse has
Flad; Commuter, Charles St. Lawren
At 10:30 a.m. the High-School Fac
is scheduled for 1 :30 p.m., with the Uni been true. However, standards will be girl of Chinese descent living along the ce.
ulty will be asked to attend informal
Eastern
coast.
The
girls,
appeared
in
versity opposing Brandeis University. harder to maintain in the future because
The follow ing vacancies for dorm
Chinese dresses at the competition. Each officers were filled: Hunter Hall, Sec., discussions covering the fields of A d
Tickets.may be obtained at registration of competition for teachers.
missions, English, Mathematics and Fi
was
asked
to
answer
a
different
question.
in the morning and at Cowell Stadium
Salary Problems
Jeff Small; East-W est Hall, V ice Pres., nancial Aids. At the same time, the
June’s
question
was,
“
Do
career
and
after 12:30 p.m. The University March
“ It is most important for the strength
Douglas Benson; Alexander Hall, Vice Sophomore will see a movie in N. H.
ing band will perform before the game of the country that we have well-edu marriage m ix?” She answered that they Pres., David Murray; College Road Hall, after which Dr. Eddy will speak
did in her case because she was majoring
and at half-time.
cated people for today’s world” , he
Dorm, Pres., Phil N ew com be; Vice to them. Between 11:30 and 12:30, the
After the game all the housing units claimed, and said the biggest problem in home economics.
Pres., Earl Legacy; Sec. Treas., Gar Seniors will join discussion groups in
Many Prizes
will hold open house for Dads.
in achieving that end was the low salaries
rison K enony; Athletic Chairman, Ge the following subjects: Agriculture, Engi
She was crowned with a dainty rhine
Those serving on the Dads’ Day Com of teachers. “ But if there are teachers,
neering, Chemistry-Physics-Math, Busi
stone coronet and presented with a $300 rald W ilkins; Social Chairman, Dave
mittee are: Co-chairmen Rudy Matalucci facilities can always be improvised” .
ness-Secretarial
Studies,
Technology
bond, a trophy, a watch, and a portable Millikins.
and Ed Robert; Dean Margaret McThe state continues to spend vasts
Preparation^ Nursing-O.T., Home Eco
Koane, adviser; Leon Parker, Dave Solo sums of money on its highway program, radio.
nomics, Social Service, General Liberal
On her return to New York City the W ID C Plans Include Tours
mon, Roger Smith, Pat Herman, Tom neglecting its schools, “ but I sometimes
Arts and Thompson School of Agricult
Watson, Jeanette Stevenson, Lois Stick- wonder how highways will be built with following weekend, she was given a police O f Dorms, Dance, and Films ure. The students may join the discussion
escort
from
the
airport,
but
was
unable
ney, Gerry Glavin and Pat Draper.
out any engineers” . T o him, education
of their choice and meet their
On O ctober 16 the second fall meet group
hosts afterwards.
is _a must, and “other needs should be to attend a party given by Michael Todd
ing
of
W
ID
C
was
held.
During
the
earlier
inthe
week.
Tentative
plans
are
tailored around it” .
Free lunch will be served to the stu
being made for her to appear on several meeting plans were formulated for the
dents from 11:45 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. The
He declined to compare education de
coming, year.
television
programs
in
her
official
ca
partments at _ various schools, but said,
President’s Luncheon for High-School
For the'girls, films on Courtship will Faculty will be a buffet in Commons at
“ Differences in educational approach are pacity. This past weekend, she made two
appearances
at
the
Chinese
Opera,
wished
be
shown
in
each
dorm
on
Nov.
6
and
12:45 p.m.
less important than is often supposed” .
He said debates over the relative im the patrons good health, and thanked 7. Since these films are highly recom 
Open Houses
mended, watch for announcement o f
Samuel N. Slie will be the speaker portance of subject matter and educa them for their support.
Hand-sewn Dress
the time, and the night for your dorm.
at Student Church, Sunday, Oct. 27, tional theory were not rewarding, the
Certain houses on campus will have
Though she was urged to enter the ^The W ID C dance planned for the Open House between 12:30 p.m. and
at the 11:00’ service in Murkland Hall. important thing being that the teacher
2:00 p.m. They are divided into four
Mr. Slie serves as the Congregational know children and what she’s teaching, contest by its director ,she was sponsored 25th has been cancelled.
groups. Students are expected to visit
Christian Secretary on the staff o f the This was the conclusion of discussions by the Ark Lung Company, food manu
one house in each group. The men’s dorms
Student Christian M ovem ent in New sponsored by the American Council on facturers. The sponsoring company paid
for the expensive Chinese dress she wore
eopen to visit are: Alexander, East-West
England.
Education.
and Hunter. The Women’s Dorm s: Saw
After his undergraduate studies in
The AC E serves as a forum for edu in the competition. Made of heavy, handyer, McLaughlin and Scott. The Fra
group work and Community Organiza cational opinion, maintaining liason with sewn silk, dusty pink in color, it is em
ternities : Theta Chi, Alpha Tau Omega
A ll students are responsible fo r know ledge
tion _ at Springfield College, Mr. Slie government departments, and reporting bossed with a floral pattern.
o f n otices appearing here.
Her
picture
is
appearing
inChinese
and Phi Mu Delta. The Sororities: Theta
received a B.D. degree at Yale Divinity to its member educational organizations
shops,
,and
in
Chinese
and
English-lang
Up si Ion, Phi Mu and Chi Omega.
School in the area of Religion and and institutions. Its purpose is to act as
Next, the students will attend sample
Higher Education. H e has also studied a cohesive force in advancing American uage newspapers in the East. She is also
All Public Law 550 Veterans must
cover
girl
for
the
current
issue
of
the
at W ilberforce University and in F lo education.
report to Thom pson 110 at the end o f classes from 2:10 to 3:15 p.m. A t 2:10,
Chinese-American
publication,
China
Life.
rence, Italy.
each month, to fill in V A monthly re .they have a choice among the followActive Student
.courses: Psychology, Agriculture and
Mr. Slie is a veteran of infantry
port forms. Failure to do this will
June,
whose
parents
emigrated
from
combat service in W orld W ar II. In
mean that subsistence will not be T S A , Chemistry, and Sociology. The
Canton
to
Miami,
thirty
years
ago,
has
2 :40 classes will b e : Zoology, Home
1952 he participated in the W orkcam p
granted by the V A .
been very active at the University. She
program of the American Friends’ Ser
All Veterans are warned that they Economics, History, and Engineering.
was
Miss
Freshman
1955,
Varsity
Foot
. The musical entertainment for the
vice Committee and the Service Civile
This month, Mortar Board is present ball Queen 1956, class secretary in her must carry 14 credits at all times to high-school students will consist of Cari
Internationale in Italy and France
ing two prominent faculty speakers to freshman, sophomore, and senior years, qualify for full subsistence.
llon Concerts at 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m.,
Before joining the New England S. open their Lecture Series. Tonight Dr.
Fulbright Scholarships. Students are
and a Sophomore Sphinx. This year she
and 1 :00 p.m. The University’s Concert
C. M. staff in August, 1955, Mr. Slie Edward D. Eddy, Jr., will give a talk
is President of Dance Club, placed second reminded that applications for Ful Choir will sing for them at N. H. Hall
served as the Associate Area Secretary entitled_“A Search for Meaning” . Along
in the Miss New Hampshire contest and bright Scholarships for 1958-59 must at 3 :15 p.m., thus ending the fifth annual
o f the Southern Area Student Council, with being vice-president and provost, Dr. tied for Miss Congeniality.
be completed and handed in to Dean High School University Day.
Y M C A , and Southern Area Staff mem Eddy is now head of the National Char
After graduation, she wants to go to Sackett’s office by November 1.
ber of the National Student Council, acter Development study under the Europe for six months to a year, then
Use of the University Name. The
YM CA.
American Council o f Education.
work in New York for a year doing food University name, or any part thereof,
Next week Thursday, Oct. 31, Dr. research. A t some time she would like shall not be used by any student or
Cecil J. Schneer of the Geology De to teach home economics. This is pre group of students in connection with
partment will speak on “A Teacher’s sumably after (if not because of) the any public performance, athletic or
Generation” . Dr. Schneer teaches courses acquisition of a home in the suburbs non-athletic, except as authorized by
in physical science and technology. He is around New York, a summer home in the Dean o f Stulents. Groups o f stu
now in the process of writing a book on New Hampshire, and — hopefully — a dents may not use the name o f the
The second meeting of the Student
a new approach to physical science.
University unless the group is recog Senate was held last M onday night.
winter home in Florida.
The basic motive of these lectures is
From Miss Chinatown 1958: The most nized as a student organization o f the O ctober, 21.
for each speaker to tell what has been important qualities a person can have is University of New Hampshire by the
The results of the just-concluded
meaningful to him during his lifetime.
sincerity and warmth, especially sin Dean of Students or by the Athletic elections for freshman class officers and
M ortaq Board feels that if the object cerity” .
Council.
for Student Senate vacancies were re
o f education could be said in one word,
Evening Meetings. A n y group using ported to the group. Although pleased
that word would probably be “ wisdom” .
a room in the evening in any o f the by the number .and ability o f the can
M u llets Speech
Without it, we stumble and falter, and
University buildings without proper didates which turned out for Freshman
become either wanton animals or cold . Students interested in having a pre authorization from the Associate Deans offices, concern was expressed over the
intellectuals. In the classroom, we gain view of H. J. Muller, the second celebri of tudents Office will be required to amount of participation taken part in
knowledge, a raw material for wisdom. ty in the Distinguished Lectures Series, vacate the room by the watchman.
the elections by the student body as a
But it may take years or a lifetime of may borrow one of his important speeches
To the Class of 1959. During the whole. It was reported that only slight
retrospect to attach the proper importance at the Library.
summer follow ing the completion o f ly better than half of the approximately
and significance, implicit in wisdom, to
Entitled “ Man’s Place in Living Na the sophom ore year, a transcript o f his 850 freshman voted for their officers.
the accumulation of wisdom.
ture,” the speech was originally delivered academic record is mailed to each so It was also brought to the attention of
The Lecture Series is intended as a at Indiana University and later at A m  phomore at his home address so that
the senators that in one housing unit
preview, and to partially fill a gap which herst College. It was printed in The he may review his standing in relation
containing approximately 250 students,
the classroom cannot fill.
Humanist and reprinted in The Scientific to courses, credits, and grades, and ad only 25 took the time to vote for their
The lectures will be held in New Monthly. The Library has two copies vise the Recorder’s Office of any errors
Hampshire Hall at 7:30 p.m. No ad and has limited the loan period to two or omissions. If any member of the Student Senate representatives.
A final report was given concerning
mission will be charged. Students, mem days_ so as to enable as many people as Class o f 1959 did not receive this,
bers of the faculty, and townspeople are possible to read them. They are in the please notify Mrs. Fisher, Thompson the 1957 orientation week program.
Plans for next year call for a shortened
Rev. Samuel Slie
welcome.
Exhibit Case opposite the Main Desk.
102
period of three days.
On campus for the dedication of the
new Memorial Union on Oct. 12, Dr.
Arthur Adams, President of the Uni
versity from 1948-1950, and since that
time President of the American Council
on Education, said, “ The reputation of
the University of New Hampshire in
creases in proportion to the distance from
Durham.”

Frosh Officers And
Senate Posts Filled

Annual Celebration
O f Dad s Day
Prove Entertaining

Title Of "M iss
Chinatown" Goes
To Campus Coed

Samuel Slie Guest
At Sunday Service

Official Notices

Dr. Eddy Speaks At
Last Lecture Series

Senate Disturbed
By Voter Turnout

.
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Mike and Dial Radio

Rainmaking Device
New Addition Here

T h e ibig news currently at W M D R
■centers around the possibility o f the
sports department doing live broadcasts
of sports events. As of now this plan
is not a certainty, and if it does not
materialize, it is quite likely that only
the home events will be broadcast.
Presently, work is being done on the
designing of a series of transmitters
which will improve the transmitting
power of the station. This is a long
and complicated procedure on which
some members of the engineering staff
have been w orking for nearly a year.
During this com ing week at W M D R
there will be top late listening for
music lovers on the Classical Hour.
T onight on W M D R from 6:00-7:00
Frank Liszt and Alexander Scriclin
will be featured, with the former play
ing four of his famous Hungarian Rha
psody numbers. On Friday evening,
Richard W agner’ s famous music drama,
“ Tristan and G olde” , will be heard.
M onday evening the Classical Hour
will star Gussi Bjoerling with songs
from a Carnegie Hall concert he gave
in 1955.
Today the executive council members
o f W M D R are scheduled to trek to
Boston where they will visit the B os
ton University radio station.

Those downpours last week may have
been only partly due to the whims of
Mother Nature. Situated directly in front
of the smoke stack at the Power Plant
is a so-called “ Rainmaking Machine,” set
up by the State Water Resources Board.
It consists of a propane gas cylinder
and a small aluminum box, connected by
a piece of rubber tubing. The propane
applies heat to a wick soaked in silver
iodide and causes the chemical to vapor
ize and pass into the atmosphere at the
rate of about 10,000,000,000,000 crystals
per second.
Each o f these crystals acts as a
nucleus, around which moisture collects,
and eventually falls to the earth as rain.
Precipitation will not take place, how
ever, unless the relative humidity of the
atmosphere is quite high. According to
past experiments, the project may in
crease rainfall as much as 25 percent.
The Water Resources Board has set
up many of these units over southern
New Hampshire. At the end of a month
or two, they will be able to assemble
data on just how effective this experi
ment has been.
Records are being kept to compare
the amount of rainfall here with that in
areas which do not have the silver iodide
saturator. In the future they may be
used extensively to increase the agri
cultural yield of the state.

Station Breaks

Need Of Basic Skills The Prompt Box
Emphasized By Eddy
First Production
The Vice-President and Provost of the
University says that “ valuable resources
and manpower are being drained from
the University’s primary task because of
the sub-collegiate work we are forced
to offer in a program of remedial Eng
lish, mathematics, and reading” .
Dr. Edward D. Eddy, Jr., told a lunch
eon meeting o f New Hampshire second
ary school principals in Manchester last
week that “this fall we were forced to
require approximately 125 of our enter
ing freshman class of 850 to take a re
medial course in the fundamentals of
English before they would be eligible to
take the basic freshman course. To a cer
tain extent a college or university must
expect to offer additional assistance to
students who are not completely pre
pared” , he said, “ but this should not
have to'be done on a wholesale level.”
In calling for a cooperative program
between the University and the high
schools “to make certain that no student
of genuine ability is penalized” , the
speaker said that “ while we recognize
that New Hampshire high schools have
a responsibility for the students who are
not planning to go to college . . . we hope
the schools will continue to recognize an
equal responsibility for the proper prep
aration of future college students” .
He concluded, “ W e cannot place.too
much stress on basic fundamental skills
(continued on page 3)

Approaches Soon
As Nov. 14, the opening night for
Mask and Dagger’s Fall Production of
William Inge’s Picnic, rapidly approaches
— those of you who have not yet pur
chased season tickets -— are reminded
that these tickets will soon be on sale
at the University Bookstore and at the
Wildcat.
This year, Mask and Dagger is con
ducting a door to door campaign in
Durham-town to acquaint everyone with
the advantages of buying season tickets.
The low price of $2.00, provides your
passport to four generous evenings of
theatergoing.
Besides Picnic in Nov., the January
Workshop Plays of three one-act offer
ings will include Kurt W eill’s folk opera
Down in The Valleyc Spring will come
and with it the inimitable G. B. Shaw’s
Arms and The Man. The final pro
duction will be chosen pending the latest
Broadway spring releases. Thus your
last voyage out will be a surprise!
With season tickets you get the seat
you want on the date you want it. It
is possible to reserve the same seat for
all of the four productions.
Sounds Taped
Margo LaPerle has rounded out her
sound track for Picnic by taping ex
tremes this week. A trip over to Prof.
Cecil Sehneer’s home in Newmarket
captured the huffing and the puffiing of
his half-ton pickup truck which will be
heard on stage as Howard’s method of
transportation.
Margo
then
records
sounds of a homemade stock car, the
proud property of Reggie Bernier of
Exeter which will end act three as a
group of teenagers tear up the road
with a speedy exit.
Mask and Dagger in conjunction with
Mike and Dial is currently organizing

British Columbian Speaks
O n Christian Science Faith
“ Liberating truths of the Bible are
universally available and completely
practical today,” J. Lingen W o o k o f
Vancouver, British Columbia told an
audience here recently.
“ The power and love of God are here
to heal, to comfort, to regenerate, and
to dispel ignorance with the enlighten
ing truth of the true nature o f God
and of man’s inseparable relationship
to H im ,” Mr. W o o d declared.
On extensive tour as a member of
The Christian Science Board of L ec
tureship, he spoke under the auspices
of the Christian Science Organization
in the Pine Room , Ballard Hall, where
Gail Bennett, President, introduced
him. Mr. W o o d ’s subject was “ Christ
ian Science: The Liberating Light of
Truth.”
a series of half-hour radio plays to be
aired beginning about Nov. 20.
Radio Plays
Bob and Dave McGirr are in charge
of Mask and Dagger’s end of productions.
Some of the radio plays being considered
include Sherridan’s The Rivals, Moliere’s
School F o r t Wives, Macbeth, and Othello
as well as radio adaptations of Dickens
and Wilde. Anyone interested in work
ing on these productions is urged to con
tact either Bob or Dave McGirr at 231
Engelhardt, phone 8361 or 294. People
who are willing to take part in radio
techniques, direction, and acting will be
welcomed as part of the team.
These radio productions will also pro
vide an excellent opportunity for those
of you who like to write plays to submit
your work, or to get busy applying your
creative talents as playwrights. There is
particular interest in presenting an origi
nal Christmas play or one suitable for
that season. Watch this column and
Mike and Dial’s column for further
notices concerning radio drama at the
University.

sweeping the sports world litre an avalanche I
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UNBREAKABLE
PLASTIC !
Grooms your hair while it treats your
scalp. Controls loose dandruff. 1.00
plus tax

SHULTON

N ew York

•

Toronto

N o bind, no sag,
no wonder they’ re
so popular!
Arrow shorts give you comfort
in any position. The new

duuninittry

contour seat provides total
freedom of action, prevents
sagging and binding. Choose
the boxer type with all-around
elastic, or the snap front model
with elastic at sides. Solid
colors, stripes, miniature plaids,
checks and novelty designs.
$1.50. Arrow Tee Shirt, with
special non-sag neckband, $1.25.
Cluetty Peabody & Comfany, Inc.

asuals

KITZBUHLER L0DEN COAT
Continental styling at its best — yet every quality
feature is practical and perfect for your winter
enjoyment! See this coat of imported Austrian
Loden — a fabric famed for warmth without
weight and resistance to weather. And be sure
to note these distinctive styling touches: remov
able hood, Italian leather hanger, fine leather
buttons.

ARROW
first in fa sh io n

$42.50

SHIRTS • TIES
HANDKERCHIEFS • UNDERWEAR

Z)ke College Shop
Upper Square

P. O. Block

Durham, N. H.

Dover, N. H.
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With The N H O C

Canoeing Club Is.
Newly Organized
Black and white water canoeing. This
fall the Outing Club has once again ex
panded. Its newest branch, the Canoe
ing Club, has been formed _ for the
people on campus who would like to go
on canoe trips or participate in canoe
meets, but have not been able to go
ahead on their own.
Since Outing Club now has a number
of canoes, we hope to organize these in
terested individuals. Two meetings have
already been held, and another is planned
for tonight at 7 :00 p.m. in Murkland 26.
If you would like to canoe, black or
white water, or would like to learn to,
please come to the meeting with your
suggestions and ideas. No experience is
necessary. For information call Pat W ill
ard at Scott, or Vaughn Cameron at384.
Attention Skiers and Snow-bunnies.
The Appalachian Mountain Club is pre
senting a John Jay ski movie and lecture
at New England Mutual Hall in Boston,
next Thursday, Oct. 31. This film, en
titled “ Ski to Adventure” gives a tour
of the world from the Internationals at
Stowe to skiing in Russia. Sign up soon
in Ballard if you are interested in going.
Open meeting on Monday, Oct. 28,
Dean Eggert and members of the Rock
Climbing group will show slides of the
West. Open to all Outing Club members.
Sailing Club meeting, Wednesday at
7 :00 p.m. in Murkland 216.
Don’t forget to listen to the Outing
Club program over W M D R every Thurs
day at 8 :00 p.m.

Eddy
(continued from page 2)
in reading, writing, and effective ex
pression. These are the foundation stones
on which a student builds the superstruc
ture of his collegiate study. Frankly, too
many New Hampshire high school grad
uates are presently deficient in these
skills.”
Patronize Our Advertisers

Law School Admission Test
W ill Be Given Four Times
The Law School Admission Test re
quired of applicants for admission to a
number of leading American law schools,
will be given at more than 100 centers
throughout the United States on the
mornings of Nov. 9, 1957, Feb. 15, April
19, and Aug. 2, 1958.
The candidate should make separate
application for admission to a law school
and inquire whether that school wishes
him to take the test, and, if so, when.
The Law School Admission Test meas
ures verbal aptitudes and reasoning abili
ty rather than acquired information. Be
cause of this fact the test cannot be
studied for.
Further information about the test can
be found in a Bulletin of Information
which should be obtained by candidates
at least four weeks before the testing
date. Application forms will be sent with
the Bulletin by Law School Admission
Test, Educational Testing Service, 20
Nassau Street, Princeton, N. J.

Marlboro Representative
Announcem ent has been made by
Philip Morris Inc., makers of M arlboro
filter cigarettes, of the appointment of
Carl E. 'Church as campus representa
tive for the cigarette company. His
activities will include the distribution
of M arlboro cigarettes to dormitory,
fraternity, and sorority residents, work
ing on advertising and prom otion pro
jects for M arlboro, and otherwise serv
ing in. a liaison capacity between the
University campus and the tobacco
com pany’s New Y ork office.
N ow in his fourth year here,* Carl is
active in the Outing Club and is m ajor
ing in history.
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THEATRE
PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

FRANKLIN
DURHAM, N E W HAMPSHIRE
Thurs.-fri.

Oct. 24-25

Silv an o M a n g a n o
S o p h ia Loren
Vittorio DeSica
Italian — English

Subtitles

Sat.

Oct. 26

Jack Palance

JET PILOT
Janet Leigh

John W a y n e

Next Attraction

THE A M A Z IN G
C O L O SS A L M A N
THE CAT GIRL

S T R B ttD
Fri.-Sat.

Sun.-Mon.

Oct. 25-26

WILL SUCCESS SPOIL
ROCK HUNTER
Jayn e M a n sfie ld

Tony Randall

plus

A n th o n y Perkins

Oct. 27-28

THE W A Y W A R D BUS

BADLAND OF
MONTANA

Ste in be ck's N ovel
D an D a ile y

Ja yn e M ansfield
Joan C ollins

Tues.

Oct. 29

Bolles Bird Collection Newman Club Speaker W ill
Discuss Evolution Theories
Helps Ornithologists
Newman Club will present Rev. M i
Ornithology classes are making use of
the newly acquired Bolles Bird Collec
tion. Contained in the two cases nearest
the biology laboratory on the first floor
of Nesmith Hall, this collection includes
104 species and consists of 158 birds.
Donated to the University by the Runnells Memorial Hall and Choeorua Public
Library, the birds are, for the present, to
remain together as the Bolles Collection.
Most of the specimens were collected
by Mr. Bolles, an amateur naturalist, in
the early 1900’s. They represent a vast
majority of all the birds found in the
Choeorua region, ranging in size from
hawks to a hummingbird.
Mrs. Paul Scott Mowrer, the librarian,
made the necessary arrangements which
allowed the cases to be moved to the
University. The Choeorua Public L i
brary had also previously donated a plant
collection to the botany department.

Sun.-Tues.

Oct. 27-29

NO DOWN PAYMENT
Jo a nn e W o o d w a rd

Sheree North

Speaks O n Ceylon

Subscribe to

The New Hampshire

Wed.

G e ne B a rry

Oct. 30

THE FACE IN A C R O W D
A n d y Griffith

Patricia N e a l

Wed.-Thurs.

Oct. 30-31

SHORT-CUT TO HELL
S T O W A W A Y GIRL

COLONIAL
Portsmouth GE 6-2605

Ends Sat.

Oct. 26

THE JOKER IS W ILD
Frank Sin atra

LA CANTINA
Where Pizza Is King
SPAGHETTI A N D RAVIOLI

Mitzi G a y n o r
Je ann e C ra in

SEE YO U AT THE
Sun.-Sat.

Oct. 27-Nov. 2

OPERATION M A D BALL
Jack Lemmon
Plus!

Ernie Kovacs

The Bow ery Boys in

LO O K IN G

FOR DAN GER

UPTOW N

Ie w i n g t o I

DOVER, N E W HAMPSHIRE

I O U T D O O R THEATER |
DURHAM-PORTSMOUTH ROAD
TELEPHONE GE 6-2409

Fri. thru Thurs.

Oct. 25-31

JET
PILOT

A D M IS S IO N $1.25
PER C A R FULL
Oct. 24-27

Thurs.-Sun.

The
Big Shy
Starring

Starring

C H IN A GATE
N a t King C o le

chael P. Walsh, S.J., Chairman of the
Biology Department at Boston College,
tonight at 7 p.m. at St. Thomas More
Church Hall. Father Walsh’s topic will
be “ The Catholic Church and Evolution.”
The stand of the church upon various
evolution theories offered in biological
courses has often been of vital concern
to Catholic students; therefore, this lec
ture may serve to clear doubts or con
fusion in their minds.
Annelid and cancer cytology and ap
plication of chemicals to cells has been
the object of research work done by
Father Walsh. He received his doctorate
from Fordam University and is present
ly moderator of the Massachusetts di
vision of the Catholic Physicians Guild.
Newman Club urges all Catholic stu
dents to attend this informative lecture
and cordially invites all others interested
in the subject of evolution.

Prof. David F. L on g of the Depart
ment of H istory spoke at the annual
meeting of the Northern N ew England
Historical Society. This group held its
twelfth yearly gathering in Hanover,
Oct. 5 and 6.
Professor L on g spoke about “ Some
Experiences in Ceylon” . H e recently
returned from a year’s visit to South
east Asia.

Dover, New Hampshire

THE LONELY MAN

Now Playing
Earth shaking! Sky-shattering!
A n d all the passion of a d arin g
love story!

The Flying Club will hold a meeting
for new members tonight at 8 :00 p.m.
in Hewitt 208. This is one of the regu
lar weekly meetings and will include a
movie.
,
Other plans for this year include the
purchase of a Cassna 140 for cross coun
try use and Inter-Collegiate meets with
M IT, Northeastern, and Babson Insti
tute. Several types of contest will be
held at these meets including a spot
landing contest, cross country competi
tions which emphasize speed and econ
omy, and a bomb dropping contest. Bomb
dropping consists of having two men
flying about 100 feet above the ground
and dropping paper bags filled with
flour at a target.
The Flying Club was formed in Febru
ary 1955. In March of that year the club
purchased a Piper J'3 Cub for training
purposes. This plane is kept at Hampton
Airport. T w o instructors are available
there to give lessons. The members of
the club get a 20 percent reduction in
rates. Charges for using the club plane
are about 50 percent lower than rates
usually charged by airports.
Girls are welcome to join the Flying
Club. In the past, two women members
who were receiving instruction at Hamp
ton were rated among the best students
ever to study there.
Officers o f the club are President, Joe
H a ll; Vice President, Wally Stickney;
and Secretary-Treasurer,-Bob Pike.

G ood music comes your wav on,
W M D R when Ed Evans sits behind
It’s news time. Y es every hour on the the microphone between 10:05-12 every
Friday night.
hour you can hear news on W M D R .

GO LD OF NAPLES
E. M. LO EW 'S

Collegiate Contests
Planned By Fliers

Kirk D o u g la s

John W ayne

Janet Leigh

D ew ey M artin
plus!

D A N G E R O U S M IS S IO N
Victor M a ture

Piper Laurie

R. J . R E Y N O L D S T O B A C C O C O ..
W IN S T O N -S A L E M . N . C .

T H E N E W H A M P SH IR E , O CTO BER 24, 1957

PA G E FO U R

tE'fjc J2eto Jjampsrtjtte

d i e S ilen t Qeneration

Postscript To The Yankee Faubusites

P ublished w eekly on Thursday throughout the sch ool year b y the students o f the U niversity o f New
H am pshire. Entered as second-class matter at the post office at Durham, New Ham pshire, under the act
o f M arch 8, 1879. A ccep ted for m ailing at special rate o f postage prov ided fo r in section 1103, act
o f O ctob er 8, 1917. A uthorized Septem ber 1, 1918.
A ddress all com m unications to T he New Ham pshire, Ballard H all, Durham, New Ham pshire. Offices
are open for the a ccep tance o f news stories from 7 to 10 p.m . on the Sunday p reced ing p u blica tion .
T elep h on e Durham 425. F or em ergencies ca ll D avid Sm ith, 447, Lam bda Chi A lpha.

In Retrospect
Last week w e attempted to find out w ho was responsible for the
band not perform ing during half-tim e at the H om ecom in g gam e but
as we reported then, n obod y w ould “ name names.” N obod y con
nected with the M usic Departm ent appeared to know w ho it was
that thought, as the then-current and well-founded rum or had it,
that the band was not sophisticated enough for the U niversity. W e
didn’t think we w ould find out w ho was responsible for som e time
to com e, but alas, we confess we were w rong.
A lth ou gh Mr. Owen, our capable band director, never said who
w ho had made the statement which began the rumor, we have
tracked the individual down, through inform ation from various re
liable sources. W e have found that it was the doing of Mr. Edward
Y . Blew ett, Dean of the Liberal A rts College.
V
Before H om ecom in g, when the first hint as to the scarcity of
band rehearsal areas was brought to Mr. O w en ’s attention, the
band director visited Mr. Blew ett to see what help he could get on
the problem . But Mr. B lew ett did not help, we understand. Instead,
he inform ed Mr. O w en that the perform ances of the band were not
sophisticated en ou gh ; he said the best m arching bands did not put
on such perform ances; and to top it of, he told Mr. O w en that
he was not imaginative enough.
W e condem n no man for the view s he holds because these may
be different from our own. H ow ever, we don’t feel a man in an
administrative position where his decision can often be tantamount
to policy-m aking should allow his personal feelings to judge these
decisions if his feelings are contrary to what is accepted and ex
pected.
F or example, when the band and the Physical E ducation D e
partment could not agree on a scheduling of practice times to suit
both parties, the Dean, holding a position above both departments
and acting as liaison, should have stepped in and tried to have
both parties reach a com prom ise. But Mr. Blew ett allowed his own
personal feelings to enter his decision to remain silent, thereby
autom atically givin g the upper hand to the Phys Ed Department
which oversees the practice fields. U ntil Mr. B lew ett is g o in g to
officially change the function of the m arching band he must not
perm it his personal feelings in the matter enter into pertinent de
cisions. W e think he did so in this case.
A lth ou gh in such a com plex affair as this was, it is difficult
to say any single individual is responsible, we feel that through
his tacit position on the issue, Mr. Blew ett was primarily responsi
ble for the band not getting its necessary practice areas. In turn,
this was the prime reason w hy we and visiting alumnae were de
prived of the pleasure of view ing a fine show during H om ecom ing.

A Deeper Look

by SCOTT BLAKEY
News Editor
In its recent defense of Arkansas’ white
supremecist Governor Faubus, the Man
chester Union Leader has finally broken
its ilast ties wftth what 'human and
Christian decency it had left. The Union
has, like the majority of hypocrites and
noisy, finger pointing accusers, become
guilty o f exactly the same charges that
it has levelled time and time again.
It is now a blatant fact that Prolific
William et al. will revise or counter
any opinion to satisfy some lust, whe
ther it be commercial or personal.
The Union has declared itself as anticonstitutional, and anti-Christian concern
ing that factor that all men, black, white,
yellow, or red are equal in the eyes
of the Law and before their respective
gods.
Y our theory of integration apparent
ly extends only to the point of talk.
The talks failed, miserably I might
add, and now that the use o f federal
power has set straight the erroneous
idea that the individual state is m ore
important than national welfare, you
are screaming like a pig about to be
butchered. Though you are more or

less correct when you state that “ bro
therhood cannot be enforced by bay
onets,” you seem to skim over the is
sue that all else failed.
One of your weak little friends
points up your mutual ideas very well,
I think, in a wonderful letter.
To the Editors: One thing guaranted by the integration crisis is
that President Eisenhower and the
Supreme Court will go down in
history as the originators of a new
American chocolate colored nation
and race. I would not want any as
sociation with this deal and am
happy that I will not see the final
results. The already existing mix
ture of races has not produced any
results to brag about. Physically,
morally and intellectually they are
of low grade.
Boris D’A Leliwa
(Manchester Union Leader, October
21, 1957 ed. p. 10.)
Before you change any. opinions
about this letter, remember Mister
Loeb, et al., that it is these grim y little

people, re. also my column in the Oct.
17 issue of The N ew Hampshire and
their narrow, grimier little minds that
keep your" books out of the red. Tread
lightly lest you stomp the delicate
hands and poison pens that feed you.
Although I have just credited you
for a letter, and am averse to giving
you two per column, I have com e
across a priceless item which should
be placed next to your -motto. I quote
from the Union Leader Style Book re
vised to May 1, 1944:
A privileged communication is
one made fairly,' honestly, and
without malice, in the discharge
of some duty. A newspaper’s pri
vilege is limited strictly to com
ment and criticism, and does not
extend to false statements, unjust
inferences, imputations of evil mo
tives or criminal conduct, and at
tacks upon private character. Com
ment on, and criticism of the acts
and conduct of pfublic men are pri
vileged if fair and reasonable, and
if made in good faith.

For W h o m The Ball Bounces

morals and the horse with the buggy behind
by RON LAW TO N
In one of my classes, a view point was given
concerning the morals of our generation as com 
pared with those of our grandparents’. In brief,
the elders felt that this generation has a new set
of roles to play since there has accum ulated an
abundance of cars. Because of the privacy that
these cars afford, the courtship period is much
more accellerated involving behavior patterns dif
ferent from the “ good ole days.” W e get farther,
faster in the cars of today. T he im plication is bad.
N one of this can be denied, but it certainly can
be qualified, and I w ould like to delve into this
business of “ privacy” as it was in the old days.
C orrect me if I’m w rong, but back then the people
our age were much the same, but the surroundings
were different. W ith relation to courtship, the
surroundings and social structure were benneficial,
as I see it. A b oy didn’t have a car, possibly,
but he had a good pair of shoes and a g ood sense
of direction. T he seasons had m ore of an affect
then, than now. In spring there were many many
more trees bearing new leaves, all kinds of new
life to be seen everywhere, all terribly inspiring
to lo v e r s ! Summer offered sw im m ing in lots more
lakes because pollution hadn’t begun to con 
taminate them. (Y o u know, few er people, camps,
etc.) H iking, canoeing, fall, with fairs and quilt
ing parties etc., which all kept parents very busy
with sewing, preserving, and horses. (D id n ’t they
have hayrides then?) Finally, winters (w hen they
were really rugged ones.) If a couple wanted to
take a walk, their ^rail w ould be lost in three
minutes.
H o w can it be that we ■of today have more
privacy than that? Loveable contem poraries rise
and th in k ! H o w much privacy do you find in

There has been some m isunderstanding on the matter of the $6
per semester M em orial U nion assessment. T o some it seems highly
unfair to have to pay for som ething which was presum ably “ paid
for,” and we admit that this is the surface picture.
H ow ever, let us take a deeper look. O f the $12 a year that goes
into this assessment, $7 goes towards paying off a $100,000 loan
from the A lum ni A ssociation w hich was incurred to com plete the
building. R ising costs since the inception of the building forced
this additional expense in order to include all the facilities that
had been planned. W h en the loan is paid off, the assessment w ill
probably be reduced to about $5 a year.
Th e rem aining $5 of the assessment will g o towards maintenance
of the building — additional janitors, a social director, w ho will
not only plan Student U nion functions but also help fraternities,
sororities, and dorm itories plan social events, and for other services.
B efore we com plain about the $6 assessment, let us remember
those student w ho subscribed much more fully realizing that they
w ould never use the U nion, believing that a student center^ is
necessary for the future student generations. T h e total subscription
Money For
from alumni, friends, and students was in the vicinity of $1,000,000.
TO
T
H
E E D IT O R :
Is $6 a semester too high a price to keep the dream go in g ?________

your car. D o team ing peoples walk by dorms,
and ultra-m odern headlights shed any light on
this business of morals and a fast courtship period?
D o you find that if you can afford a car, you can
also afford to g o very far in our w orld of cement.
T o some rom antic distant private place? A nother
point in passing, is that to avoid the masses and
to be secluded, is to becom e bait for the men in
blue. A n asset of our m odern age is the guidance
of an efficient police system. N either hank rob
beries nor fires, nor storm y nights, nor nothing,
will keep the couriers of justice from finding you n g
lovers everywhere and bringing them back to
earth.
D ealing with such a controversial subject so
briefly is dangerous for anyone to do, but I sub
mit that the thing that has been lost in the evolu
tion of morals and courtship, is sim ply romance.
I am convinced that dignity and respect are just
as much a part of love today as they were in
Grandads’ day, “but now things are much more
mechanical, m atter-of-fact, and realistic. It is in
this light that behavior patterns have changed,
but blame the change on things like “ Sputnik,”
not our cars.
This is probably the birth of another Industrial
R evolution which is defined (b y a kid w ho flunked
H istory I at U. o f M iam i) as b e in g : “ W h en the
people stopped reproducing b y hand, and started
reproducing b y m achinery.” D o n ’t laugh, it could
happen.
R om ance has very little chance in our w ay o f
living now , but that’s no reason to take a shady
view point. D o n ’t give up hope “ pour l’am our”
though, kids. Soon w e’ll all have space ships
and our ow n little m oons.

Letters To The Editor . . .

On Many And Varied Current Campus Questions

Elia Kazan really worked hard on this
one. It’s a compelling, impressive drama.
Andy Griffith is a new-comer, possibly
By RON LAW TO N
a James Dean replacement, and plays
the part of a vagrant who liked the
taste of power. He becomes one of the
Sunday and Monday —
country’s most powerful forces in his
Wayward Bus
climb, and Kazan emphasizes the methods,
Cast: Joan Collins, Jayne Mansfield, and manipulations that big business and
Dan Dailey, Rick Jason, Dolores M i politics use to send someone to heights
chaels.
of fame. It’s complex and adult in that
Based on Steinbeck’ s novel, . . . man, sense. 3.2
what do you want. This isn’t for the
small-fries. It’s like this: Jason drives a
Thursday and Friday
bus full of complications. One pair —
Delicate Delinquent
Mansfield and Daily (lucky guy) and
the other — Jason and Michaels. You’re
Cast: Jerry Lewis, Darin McGavin,
probably wondering about Joan Collins. Martha Hyer, Robert Ivers and many
That’s good — she’s Jason’s wife, and
more.
that’s all I’m telling you. I’ve been un
This is produced by Jerry, and al
derestimating these flics a little, and you
kids have been doing too much reading though this isn’t Lewis at very best, he’s
here, and not enough viewing so I’ll say still a riot. He starts as a janitor in a
see it. Black and white cinemascope for tough Manhatten district and through
emphasis on characters. 3.1
help o f McGavin, a cop, decides that he
too would like to be a cop. Love and
Tuesday •—
shootings are included in the lineup of
China Gate
laughs. Actually the problem of delin
Cast: Nat Cole, Gene Barry, Angi
quency is treated semi-seriously in this
Dickenson.
This is a war flic above average. Plot flic. It all adds up to 3.0.
is fair. This will kill you: Did you ever
Saturday —
see Nat “ King” Cole in fatigues, shoot
ing machine guns? W ell it’s worth it.
Genevieve
He plays quite a new part, for him,
Don’t let the name fool you. This is
and does it well. There’s love woven into
the plot, with very beautiful oriental girls a really high ranking comedy import. An
showing the limits of bravery in women. antique becomes “another woman” in an
otherwise normal marriage. Some of the
3.0
antics that evolve remind me of the old
Wednesday —
keystone cop routines. This was voted
A Face in the Crowd
the best picture of the year by the British
Cast: Andy Griffith, Patricia Neal, Film Academy Family. It’s a repeat and
worth 3.4.
Percy Waran and many more.

CURRENT C IN E M A

Pepcats

The Executive Council of the Stu
dent Senate would like to clarify its
position with regard to the misunder
standing which'has arisen between the
Senate and the student body in regard
to the financial support of the Pepcats.
Prior to submitting the Senate bud
get for the -current fiscal year to the
A .S.O . Board, the Pepcats were re
quested by Senate to -obtain an advisor
if -they wished to have an item appro
priated in the budget for their support.
This they failed to do.
Consequently, the -original Senate
budget for the year did not include any
appropriation for -the Pepcats; however,
upon the request of this year’s Pepcats,
the Executive Council reconsidered
their decision, and have petitioned the
A.S.O . Board for an adjustment on
the budget to allot the Pepcats the sum
of one hundred dollars.
Unfortunately this is the extent to
which we can financially support this
organization, although we realize that
they now have complied with the Sen
ate’s request that -they have an advisor
and draw up a constitution.
ST U D E N T S E N A T E E X E C U T IV E
C O U N CIL

Principles of Apathy
TO T H E E D IT O R :
It has come to my attention thru
The N ew Hampshire that there is
an apparent apathy of the student
body. In my opinion this general lack
of interest is -due to certain fundament
al principles pertaining to a university
of this type.
Primarily, I believe, it is due to the

(continued on page 8)

Winter Parking Rules

On U. S. Ideals

T O T H E E D IT O R :

T O T H E E D IT O R :

W ith the winter season fast appro
aching, I would like to give a first
warning as to the parking problem in
the town of Durham. The ban on all
night parking will go into effect on
Decem ber 1, 1957. The -order is as fol
low s: There shall be no parking on
any street in -the town from 12:0'1 a.m.
to 6:00 a.m. A ny vehicle found so
parked will be tow ed away at the ow n 
er’s expense and the -owner may be
summoned to court. This order shall
remain in effect until April 1, 1958.
W e would like to publicly thank
those fraternaties who have provided
off-street -parking. It has already re
lieved the conditions on Madbury
Road. The co-operation -shown by
these houses is greatly appreciated.

T he .people of the world want peace,
without the troubled thoughts o f what
the future holds. This -depends on the
actions of different nations.
There is a figfit between Communism
and capitalism just as there have been
“ ism” -battles throughout -history, but
this -one has lost ideals that are im
portant to true thinking.
A great event in history took place
when Sputnik was launched. The U. S.
tried to push the importance and glory
of this event into the background with
-reports o f what it could -have done
years ago. Regardless o f what the U. S.
could have -done, the fact remains that
it did not. In trying to correct a blun
der the U. S. threw sportsmanship, fair
play, and “ D o unto other as you would
have them do unto y ou ” out the win
dow by not giving credit where it was
due. Has the U. S. been the victor so
many times that it -cannot bear defeat?
This appears to be the situation.
News readers have had so many ar
ticles pushed at them about what the
U. S. could -have done and has done
that the question arises, “ Have we
really done all this?” The question is
not -one to leave unanswered, and the
longer it is the more doubt there will
be in the claims of the U. S. Other
nations more -than likely look at these
claims as propaganda and will continue
to do so. The greater the claims, the
harder it is to convince a person.
L et’s stop bragging and prove what
we have already bragged about, and
let’ s stop crying over spilled milk and
work to become the victor 'next time.

BEN JAM IN T H O M A S
Durham Chief o f Police

Facts Requested
TO T H E E D IT O R :
The smoke of battle surrounding the
new cut system seems from here, to be
obscuring the real issues and, indeed,
the true facts A>f the controversy. On
the one hand the new system seems
to pave the way for eventual unlimited
cuts throughout the University. On the
-other, Dean Blewett has been quoted
as saying that he hopes the ultimate
result will be a no-cut system.
Perhaps a more complete article giv
ing not only the facts of the new sys
tem -but the views of Dean Blewett
and perhaps some of the faculty would
make the situation clear. ’
K A R L B LA C K

P H IL IP C A SE Y

T H E N E W H A M P SH IR E , O C TO B E R 24, 1957

Newman Club Planning For
Annual Communion Breakfast
Schedule for Oct. 24-30
W M D R will broadcast six days a
week (except Saturday nights) from
6:00 to 12:05 daily.
The follow ing is a list of scheduled
programs for the week of Oct. 24-30.
A ll times not accounted for are disc
jock ey program s in charge of the staff
announcer on duty.
Lucky Strike News
Daily, Sunday through Friday at 7 :Q0
and 9:00 p.m. National and regional
coverage. 15 minute length.
Five Minute News
Daily, Sunday through Friday, at 8,
10, 11, and 12:00 p.m. Same coverage
as Lucky Strike News.
Classical Hour
Daily, Sunday through Friday, 6:00
to 7:00. A show presented by R C A
Red Seal Records featuring some o f
the best in classical music.
Nightfall
Daily, Sunday through Friday, 11:05
to 12:00 p.m. A show presenting quiet
music designed for late-in-the-evening
listening.

Several Newman Club committees
are making preparations for their 23rd
Annual Communion Breakfast, to be
held on Sunday, Nov. 3, at New Ham p
shire Hall after the ten o’clock mass.
His Excellency, the Rev. Matthew
F. Brady, Bishop of Manchester, will
be the honored guest. The Communion
Breakfast is one of the most important
events o f the Newman Club year.
Everyone is invited to attend. Tickets
will be available soon at $1.50 for N ew 
man Club members and $2.00 for other
guests.

Hillel Lecture Tonight
Tonight will mark the beginning of
a lecture series sponsored by Hillel
which will be concerned with the be
liefs of the major religious faiths.
Rev. Robert Savidge, chaplain to
Protestant students, will present the
first lecture in Murkland 16 tonight at
7:00 p.m. Next week Father Desmond
O ’ Conner will present the second o f
the series. His topic will be “ The R o 
man Catholic” .
Hillel Club is also planning to hold
a dance in New Hampshire Hall next
Saturday night.

O n C am p u s

with
MocStalman

(By the Author o f “ Rally Round the Flag, Boys! "and,
“ Barefoot Boy with Cheek.” )

SCIENCE MADE SIMPLE: No. 1
Though this column is intended to be a source of inno
cent merriment for all sexes and not to concern itself with
weighty matters, I have asked m y sponsors, the makers
of Marlboro, whether I might not, from time to time,
use this space for a short lesson in science. “ Makers,” I
said to them, “ might I not, from time to time, use this
space for a short lesson in science?”
They agreed with many a kindly smile, the makers of
Marlboro, for they are the most agreeable of men. Their
benevolence is due in no small measure to the cigarettes
they smoke, for Marlboro is a cigarette to soothe the most
savage of breasts. I refer not only to the flavor which, as
everyone knows, is a delight to the palate, but also to
the Marlboro container. Here is no fiendishly contrived
device to fray the fingernails and rasp the nerves; here,
instead, is a flip-top box that opens like a charm, and
inside you find a handy red tape to lift out the cigarettes
with ease and dispatch. Add to all this the best filter ever
made, and you can see that you get a lot to like.
Let us begin our series of science lessons with chemis
try. It is fitting that chemistry should be the first, for it
is the oldest of sciences, having been discovered by Ben
jamin Franklin in 468 B.C. when an apple fell on his head
while he was shooting the breeze with Pythagoras one
day outside the Acropolis. (The reason they were outside
the Acropolis and not inside was that Pythagoras had been
thrown out for drawing right triangles all over the walls.)

They had several meetings outside the Acropolis, but
finally Franklin said, “ Look, Pythagoras, this is nothing
against you, see, but I’m no youngster anymore and if
I keep laying around on this wet grass with you, I ’m
liable to get the breakbone fever. I ’m going inside.”
Pythagoras, friendless now, moped around Athens for
awhile, then drifted off to M onaco where he married a
girl named Harriet Sigafoos and went into the chuck-aluck business. (He would certainly be forgotten today had
not Shakespeare written “ You Know Me, A l.” )
But I digress. We were beginning a discussion of chemis
try, and the best way to begin is with fundamentals.
Chemicals are divided into elements. There are four: air,
earth, fire, and water. Any number of delightful combina
tions can be made from these elements, such as firewater,
dacron, and chef’s salad.
Chemicals can be further divided into the classes of
explosive and non-explosive. A wise chemist always
touches a match to his chemicals before he begins an
experiment.
A variety of vessels of different sizes and shapes are
used in a chemistry lab. There are tubes, vials, beakers,
flasks, pipettes, and retorts. A retort is also a snappy come
back, such as “ Oh, yeah?” and “ So’s your Uncle Oscar.”
I have now told you the most important aspects of
chemistry, but there are many more—far too many to
cover in the space remaining here. However, I am sure
there is a fine chemistry lab on your very own campus.
W hy don’t you go up some afternoon and poke around?
Make a fun day out of it. Bring ukeleles. Wear humorous
hats. Toast frankfurters on the Bunsen burners. Be gay.
Be merry. Be loose . . . For chemistry is your friend!
© M ax Shulman, 1957

The makers of Marlboro, who bring you this column regu
larly, are tobacconists, not scientists. But here's an equa
tion we do know: Marlboro plus you equals pleasure.
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Milnes Engage In
It’s All G reek... Foreign Students
Island-Hopping And
Announce Program
Jungle Exploration
By Gene Sidore

By Anne Barbeau
Island-hopping along the Caribbean
and exploring the steamy jungles of Dutch
Guinea can prove an unforgettable ex
perience even for two persons as widely
travelled as Profs. Lorus J. and Margery
Milne of the Biology Department here.
The Professors left the University last
November, after they had been granted
a sabbatical leave for one year. Their
aim was to study the role of vision in
the lives of animals, so they chose to
visit lands where a great variety of ani
mal life could be found. The Careb Isles
form a migration route for flying crea
tures from South, North and Central
America, while Dutch Guinea is a good
example of undisturbed tropical jungle
life. Their choice was even, more prac
tical in that they had already journeyed
on the Panama side of the Caribbean and
were therefore completing a circuit.
During the expedition, which was fi
nanced by the Explorers Clubs of N.Y.
and by the Research Society of Sigma
Xi, the Milnes became acquainted with
most of the important islands o f the
Caribbean. The one exception was Haiti,
where political uprisings made visiting
difficult.
Antigua Disappointing
The over-cultivated island of Antigua
was quite a disappointment to the Milnes,
but Dominica, the wildest and most in
accessible island in the area, was a
compensation. Here the Careb Indians
live in primitive solitude, visited monthly
by a boat. Another spot which charmed
the Professors was Tobago, an island
noted for its birds of paradise.
On the Virgin Islands, the Milnes ex
perienced the biggest surprise of their
trip. They were greeted by University
alumnus Raymond Plante, Assistant Man
ager at “ Bluebeard’s Castle” , one of the
swankiest hotels there. Mr. Plante, who
majored in hotel administration while at
the University, had been in Professor
Milne’s class of zoology a few years
past.
Louis De Rochemont, a film producer
who has close ties with this University
and who is known for his March of Time
films, was encountered on the island of
Trinidad, where he was making a film.
Trinidad’s asphalt lake especially im
pressed the Milnes; they were amazed
to note that fish were living in the hot
asphalt puddles near the lake.
Travel In Canoe
From Trinidad, the Professors went to
Dutch Guinea, a land without roads and
inhabited by descendants of escaped negro
slaves. In a dugout canoe, they penetrated
into the bush country and spent several
weeks studying the wildlife.
All in all, the journey took six months.
During this time, the Milnes made some
“ spectacular discoveries” about animal
vision and wrote a book, their seventh.
They declined to give details about the
discoveries until scientific publications
should announce them to the world. Their
book, which will be published by Harper
this year, was written on the spot, thanks
to a small typewriter which accom
panied them on their journey.
The Professors recorded their whole
trip on colored films, as they have done
in the past. Four films, concerning their
previous visit to the Panama side of the
Caribbean, have been arranged for T V
showing by Hollywood. Panama Jungles
and Jungles in the Clouds will be pre
sented by Bold Journey in October and
November.

Publication O f Aw ard Guide
Help To Graduate Students
The Advancement and Placement Insti
tute announces publication o f their first
annual W orld-W ide Graduate Award D i
rectory, prepared for American teachers,
administrators, and scientists.
This award guide includes information
about the field o f study, the duration of
the awards, the amount of stipends, the
number available, where the awards are
tenable, the specific conditions and to
whom and when to apply.
The Directory covers a very wide
geographical range and presents new
types of educational programs, such as
educational internships and student deanships, as well as assistantship, graduate
scholarships and fellowships, and awards.
This Directory will be the first guide
devoted entirely to advanced graduate
opportunities available to educators of the
U. S._
Copies may be examined at Graduate
Schools, University Placement or Dean’s
offices, Public and College Libraries, or
may be ordered from The Institute at
Box 99E, Greenpoint Station, Brooklyn
22, New York for $2.00 a copy.

ROTC Flying Instruction
University officials have completed
contract negotiations for a second year
of R O T C flying instruction at Skyhaven Airport in Rochester, with approx
imately 25 cadets, both Air Force and
Arm y, involved in the program.
Under the terms of the arrangement
cadets will receive flying lessons lead
ing to a civilian pilot license and certi
fication b y the C A A . Instruction will
com m ence at oncee.
The University inaugurated this fly
ing program last year with seven ca
dets completing the 36-hour private pi
lot’s requirement and passing written
and flight examinations given by the
CAA.

Greetings, fratres, sorors, and w oebegotten pledges. This is a column devot
ed exclusively to you and your doings.
Every week, in this slot on page five,
you ’ll find the news of your activities,
and a displaced S A M m y’ s comments
oh same.
This week, there’s lots to talk about.
In general, everyone had a good time
on, the H om ecom ing W eekend, and
then everyone had their plans snafued
by the flu. This weekend, D ad’s Day
will see our fathers honored at lunch,
and hosted again after the game.
This fall’s informal rushing of upper
classmen and transfers has resulted in
the follow ing people becom ing pledges:

George Decelles, John H odsdon,
Steve K nox and Charles Taylor, A G R ;
Sandy Greenleaf, Pat St. Clair and
Sally Washburn, A X O ; Bill Fredericks
and John Lyons, Phi D U ; Paul Cars
well, Nick Nichols and Ted Stark,
S A E ; Ginnie Reed, Theta U ; John
Ridge, Phi Mu Delta; Bob Lepore and
Leo Martin, Theta Kappa Phi; Cilff
Lehman, Lambda Chi Alpha; Jacklyn
Laser, Noreen Martin and Patricia
Turnbull, Phi Mu; H ow ard Publicover
and Buzz Swift, Pi K A ; Harriet Cass,
Chi O ; Manny Thomas, T K E ; Bonnie
Eadie, Gail Ellis, Nancy Gilbert, Dusty
Grove, Evelyn Hall, Sandra Marsh,
Deedles Postler, and Jean W heeler, A l
pha X i Delta; Bill Kneeland and A l
Powers, Acacia; 'Bob M eyerson and
Ara Nosian, K .S; Olivia Davis, Sandra
Dresser, Elizabeth Robinson, Roberta
Schmotlock, and Martha Taylor, K. D.
Congrats, G ood Luck, and give me
something to write about.
The men of Theta Chi have a serious
problem. Due to the quirks of the local
telephone setup, they don’t have a
phone in their house. And they can’t
have one, not even a pay station, unless
someone else is willing to give up their
phone. Now, a social fraternity without
a telephone is like “ Sputnik” with its
weak batteries: we know it’s there, but
we haven’t hear from it in weeks.
So w on’t som e one o f you people
with a personal phone be unselfish
enough to forego your luxury so that
the Oxen may have what amounts to
a necessity? As an added inducement,
I ’ll promise to devote one of my pre
cious inches of this column to the song
o f your praises. Contact me at Fair
child 101, or see Dick Aronson at Theta
Chi.
T K E held elections to replace those
officers w ho resigned because of com
mencement or marriage. The new o f
ficers are: T om W atson, V eep; Russell
Ross, Chaplain; and John Koziell, Stu
dent Senator.
Pi K A ’’s new wing is nearing comple
tion, and the first occupants expect to
move in during the early part of N ov
ember. T o help furnish this addition,
Pi K A is raffling off a hi-fi set, with
the drawing^ to be held on No^. 1.
Lambda Chi Alpha is also holding a
raffle, the prize being a “ basket o f
cheer” , and the drawing being held on
Dec. 7.
The first prizes in the H om ecom ing
decorations competition went to A T O
in the men’s division and Theta Upsilon in the wom en’s division. . . Alpha
Xi Delta won last year’s W .R .A . All
Points Trophy. . . The Intramural T r o 
phy for last year was shared by Theta
Chi and Kappa Sigma. . . Acacia is
sporting the C o-R ec Tennis Award. . .
and AG R led the fraternities in scho
larship last semester.
The men of Phi Alpha are pretty
proud of their new lawn. It’s quite an
improvement, isn’t it? . . . Pi K A took
its fire engine up to the Dartmouth
game. Another Pi K A posession, a can
non, is being readied to honor wildcat
touchdowns. . . Kappa Delta was given
awards for progress and gracious living
by it’s national Last night, the girls
gave the fraternities a serenade in hon
or o f their Founder’s Day.
T K E painted ithe interior o f their
house last weekend. And according to
Field Supervisor George W ood , who
inspected the chapter this week, T K E
is now the largest social college frat
ernity in the world, being represented
on 159 campuses. The local chapter
also claims ito be the most married fra
ternity on campus.

The Foreign Students’ Club held its
second meeting of the fall semester last
week. The club lost six members through
the graduation process, but gained 26 new
ones, three of them professors here on
research projects. The roster as it now
stands lists 36 members: five from
Korea, four from Peru (three of these
doing research), four from Hungary,
four from Norway, three from Canada,
two from China, three from India, three
from Greece, and one each from Italy,
Iraq, Nigeria', Thailand, Jordan, Colum
bia, Ethiopia, Bermuda, and Pakistan.
Professor Husch o f the Forestry De
partment has replaced Professor Holden
as the group’s advisor. President Sylvester
Ugoh (N igeria), Vice-president Ki C.
Lee (K orea), and Secretary Scid Tamimi (Jordan) are planning a lively year
year with considerable activity. Lee listed
several scheduled events of the year’s
proposed program. The club is planning
a Greek dance on Nov. 8 at St. Thomas
More Church. The orchestra will be
announced at a later date. Athletics enter
the picture; the club will oppose a group
from Manchester on the soccer field on
Nov. 3.
Next April 11, International Weekend,
the club proclaims as its biggest day of
the year. It will sponsor a speaker from
the Senate, a foreign consul, and high
light the event with an “international”
feast.
The foreign students meet on the sec
ond and Tourth Tuesdays of every month,
at New Hampshire Hall, C. A. lounge,
and invite the public to sit in on any
or all of their meetings.

John Page and Bill Quimby
Attend Student Conference
Tw o seniors have been named to repre
sent the University at the ninth annual
“ Student Conference on U. S. Affairs”
at West Point, Dec. 4-7.
John F. Page of Haverhill, and W ill
iam S. Quimby of Concord, are the stu
dents whose selection was announced by
Dean Edward Y. Blewett on Oct. 11.
Page is a Dean’s List student major
ing in history, the editor of The Granite,
president of Phi Mu Delta fraternity,
and a member of Senior Key.
Quimby, a major in government, is
President_ of the International Relations
Club, active in the Debating Club, and
a member of the Student Senate.
Students from approximately 80 col
leges and universities have been invited
to _participate in this year’s discussion
which will center around the theme,
“ National Security Policy o f the United
States.”
Phi Mu had Guest Night on Monday.
Tonight they are having an exchange
dinner with Sigma Beta, and next M on
day, they will exchange desserts with
AXO.
On W ednesday, the sixteenth, A X O
visited Acacia for dinner and a “ H o b o ”
party.
F or a minute, w e’ll let the colum n
go to the dogs. Theta Kappa Phi’s new
mascot is a purebred collie dubbed
“ Taw ny” , Kappa Delta’s, a Rom an
W olfhound named “ T eddy” . Sigma Be
ta’s “ Duke” is happy that SA E ’s
“ Ralph” 'has left for parts unknown.
Last Sunday, SAE honored it’s new
house mother, Mrs. Grace Van Note,
at a 'tea. The guests included other
house mothers and members of the fa
culty.
Alpha Xi Delta’s new house mother
is Mrs. Helen Newcom be.
Ten fratres from the local chapter
of Theta Chi were wonderfully wined,
dined and darned by their brothers at
the University of Rhode Island recent
ly. Rumor has it that the Oxen also re
covered a long lost banner from the
Phi Ep house at Tufts.
See you next week!

Alpha Xi Delta held a tea in honor
of visiting Provincial President F lo
rence Pell last Monday. They will have
a Halloween party with Lambda Chi
on the Thirtieth.

ANNOUNCING
the opening of the office of

Dr. D. Richard Sullivan
Optometrist
9-12, 1-5

Mon. thru. Sat.

EYE E X A M IN A T IO N S
for appointments
tel. Dover 1160

he oust Qued. ..

ground floor
Strand Theatre BIdg.

SO MUCH
SO NEW

See the ALL N EW 1958
Chevrolet cars and trucks ...
Visit our show room

OCTOBER, 31

Great Bay Motor Company, Inc.
YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED DEALER
Phone OLdfield 9-3215

Newmarket, New Hampshire
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Huskies Loom Up On 'Cat
Calendar, Lenny King Back
W hen Chief B oston’s W ildcats face
the University of Connecticut Huskies
on November 2, they will com e up
against an always-threatening team. In
the series, U N H has an edge with 16
wins to Connecticut’s 8, with 4 ties.
However, as last years game proved,
often an underdog team will tie up the
game or even win it.
Connecticut
survived
graduation
quite well, as they have 16 veterans re
turning, including co-captain Lenny
King, who holds U conn’ s record for
rushing. However, the line was hardhit, with such stalwarts as big Ed Enos
joining the ranks of the alumni. The
Huskies may come up with some good
sophom ore prospects from the fresh
man team which whipped the W ildkittens a year ago on H i-U Day.

M a y Claim Articles
A box of clothing and blanjcets and
another package containing records which
were left at Freshman Camp may be
picked up at' the CA office, Room 205,
New Hampshire Hall or the owner may
call 315 and ask for Miss Harvey.

CAT-TALES
Before we all go out and hang our
selves over the seemingly lamentable state
of football at the University, I think it
wise to take a look at the rest of the
schedule and perhaps cling to the prover
bial star of hope.
First, Brandeis, the flu-ridden opponent
that will challenge the Cats on Saturday.
Although its last two games were can
celled by the current Asiatic plague or,
as some whisper, a fear of a stronger
opponent, the Judges, if they’ll play,
promise to be a formidable opponent. A l
though missing the Little All-Atnerican
Quarterback Jimmy Stehlin, lost by grad
uation, Coach Benny Friedman’s charges
are powered by veteran fullback Maury
Stein and a hard blocking tackle Charley
Napoli, U N H beat them last year in a
thriller and this corner picks U N H again
in an evenly matched struggle.
Second, comes Connecticut at Storrs.
Last year’s Yankee Conference Champs

PART TIME W O R K
Vita Craft is interested in several men with the
following qualifications:
1. Ambitious
2. Have car
3. Need additional income
4- Can work 6 - 9 p.m., 3 evenings.

Interview, Murkland, Room 16, Tuesday, October 29

Frosh X -C o u n try Team
C a pture s T rip le M e e t
b y P a u l B o u tilie r

sorely miss Little All-American halfback
Lenny King who is out with an injury
and probably will miss the U N H game.
Still a hard running fullback Paul W hit
ley gives them a formidable ground game,
and the Huskies can’t be ignored. It
shapes up as a great game in which our
hopefuls have a fine chance.

In their third consecutive victory, the U N H Freshm an CrossCountry team defeated tw o rivals, St. Paul’s of C oncord and N ew
H am pton, by a score of 23-36-75 at Durham on O ct. 16. Sw eeping
to victory, the pow erful U H trio of M acG regor, Fow ler, and Pelczar established an early lead w hich they maintained throughout
race,finishing first,second, and third, respectively. This trio
Third, the . Cats invade Springfield to the

" has shown remarkable improvement with
every race, and has paced the team 'thus
far this season.
MacGregor, running with ease, won
Mike Frigaard, who started the
U N H -D artm outh game at center for easily and at the same time set a new
the W ildcats, is the son of a former record for the Durham course in the
time of 14:28.5.
Big Green star.
In the final tally, St. Paul’s finished
Mike is the son o f Arnie Frigaard second with 36 points, followed by New
of Gloucester, Mass., an old Dart Hampton with 75. Cutler of St. Paul’s
mouth player. The 180-pound Frigaard placed fourth behind the U N H winning
played Freshman football and hockey trio.
last year and has been pushing Jerry
New Hampton, in its second year of
Culver, the 209-pound junior veteran, cross-country participation, is coached by
hard for starting honors.
Richard Sweet, son of U N H Coach Paul
Varsity and Freshman Cross Country Sweet.
The summary:
Teams .have had a successful week. The
14:28.5
Varsity paced by Bill Randell and Capt. 1 MacGregor, U N H
2
Fowler, U N H
14:51
John Rasmussen defeated M IT 23-32.
3
Pelczar, UNH
14:58
Although hampered by the rain and loss
4
Cutler, St. P
15:31
of two key runners, Dave Smith and Bill
5
Vanderpool, St. P.
15:39
Rowley, the Varsity harriers showed the
15:40
gift and determination which have al 6 CcClintock, St. P.
7
Nurse, U N H
15:42
ways characterized Coach Paul Sweet’s
8
Warinski,
N.H.
15:48
clubs.
9 Kellogg, St. P.
15:53
The Freshman also defeated M IT 18- 10 Morrill, UNH
15:54
45. The Frosh overpowered the Engineers 11 Damour, U N H
15:55
with MacGregor, Fowler and Pilczen, 12 Farnum, St. P.
15:56
finishing 1, 2, and 4 respectively. In an 13 Fawcett, N.H.
15:56
other meet last week, the Frosh over 14 Williams, St. P.
15:58
powered St. Paul’s and New Hampton 15 McKee, St. P.
16:07
by a score of 23-36-75 in a triple meet 16 Dehavenson, St. P.
16:10
at Durham. MacGregor also won easily 17 Rich, St. P.
16:12
and set a new course record of 18 Griffin, U N H
16:16
M EA D ER 'S FLOWER SH O P here
14:28.5. In fact, this young runner Dog 19 Pickering, U N H
. 16:40
MacGregor appears well on his way to 20 Buttrick, U N H
16:52
C O R SA G E S OUR SPECIALTY
a star-studded career as a U N H Varsity 21 Parsons, St. P.
16:55
harrier.
22
Knight, N.H.
16:57
10 Third Street
As for a review of last week’s foot 23 Stebbins, U N H
17:01
ball gam e; well, better things are com 24 Mclntire, N.H.
Tel. Dover 158
17:02
ing. See you at the game Sat.
24 Mcintire, N.H.
17:02
25 Rose, N.H.
17:12
26 Hubbard, U N H
17:30
38888888888888
27 Barry, St. P.
17:35
28 Beardsley, St. P.
17:44
29 Mclintock, St. P.
17:47
30 Marx, N. H.
17:48
31 Lomench, U N H
18:06
32 Dexter, N.H.
18:14
Yusuf A. Yoler joined General Electric’s
33 Marsh, N.H.
18:24
Missile and Ordnance Systems Depart

play the spotty Gymnasts, conquerors of
Conn. in an early season game. The
Gymnasts still have Les Plumb, the
quarterback who served as a thorn in
the Cat’s paw last year, but Chief Bos
ton’s charges are still smarting under
the sting of the 40-14 defeat administered
by Plumb and his cohorts and a rousing
reception is in store for the boys from
Springfield.
Finally, th^ season ends with the Mass.
Redmen at Durham. The Redmen are
coming fast and could be trouble in this
last one. Picked as a Conference alsoran before the season, they have sur
prised both Conn. and R.I. with close
games and should improve, as they may
be fighting for Coach Charley O’Rourke’s
job.
All in all the remainder of the sched
ule appears filled with thrilling contests,
and what’s more important, filled with
games that the Cats could very well
take. So fans, let’ s not give up hope.
All is far from lost. Incidentally, in case
you’re wondering why I’ve failed to pick
the winners of tbe last three tilts, it’s not
disloyalty. It’s merely a reluctance to
take more than one at a time — the
crystal ball may break.
Perhaps on the brighter side, both the

Frigaard at Center

ment in 1955, after receiving his B. S.
in E. E. from Roberts College, Istanbul,
Turkey (1949), and his Ph. D. from the
California Institute of Technology (1954).

Brandeis Eleven
Sports New Slot
T This Saturday
This weekend at Cowell Stadium,
Benny Friedman will unveil his new
slot T as the Judges o f Brandeis pro
vide the D ad’s Day opposition for the
New Hampshire W ildcats.
The Michigan Hall of Famer has
abandoned his intricate spread forma
tions and is concentrating this year on
the variation of the T used by most of
the
National
Professional
League
teams. N ew Hampshire scouts who
watched undefeated Brandeis whip Col
by and IC were impressed b y the strik
ing power o f the new attack.
Stehlin Gone
The Judges lost Little All-Am erican
quarterback Jimmie Stehlin, who per
sonally conducted the Brandeis entry
to a 20-14 victory over the W ildcats
here two years ago. But they have his
capable understudy Ron Stuart doing
an adequate job in the aerial role.
The supporting cast includes 13 lettermen from the team which lost to
New Hampshire in the final 50 seconds
o f play a year ago at Waltham. CoCapt. M orry Stein at fullback and CoCapt. Charlie Napolie at tackle are rat
ed am ong the New England standouts.
There is one New Hampshire b oy on
the Brandeis squad, Bob Healy, of
Manchester, the son of a police lieute(continued on page 7)

In a big company, a young man
can get to tackle big jobs”
“ The thing that has impressed me most in my two
years at General Electric,” says 28-year-old Yusuf A.
Yoler, manager of Aerodynamics Laboratory Inves
tigations, “ is the challenging opportunity open to
young people here. My field is guided-missile research
— the nation’ s top-priority defense job. Because of
the scope of the company’s research and development
program, I’ve had the opportunity to work with tech
nical experts in many related fields. And I’ve seen
at first hand the responsibility which General Electric
has given to younger men — proof to me that in a
big company a young man can get to tackle big jobs.”
•

•

•

The research being done by Dr. Yusuf A. Yoler is
significant not only to himself, but to General Electric
and the security of the nation as well. At present, the
company is participating as a prime contractor on
three of the four long-range ballistic missiles pro

gramed by the U. S. government. Yoler, who is play
ing an important role in this work, directed the design
and development of the world’s largest hypersonic
shock tunnel — a device which will “ test-fly” missile
nose cones at speeds over 15,000 mph.
Progress in research and development — as well as
in every other field of endeavor—depends on how well
young minds meet the challenge of self-development.
At General Electric there are more than 29,000 col
lege graduates, each of whom is given the opportunity
to develop to his fullest abilities. In this way, we be
lieve, everybody benefits — the individual, the com
pany, and the country.

Progress Is Our M ost Important Product

G E N E R A L ® ELECTRIC

NEW YORK STREET
WASHETTE, INC.
•

A quick service laundry

•

Wash-fluff dry-fold

TRY US FOR REAL E C O N O M Y
7 New York Street, Dover
(turn right at 561 Central Ave.)

Com plim ents of

GRANT’ S
COFFEE SHOP
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Frosh Harriers Cop
Fourth Win At MIT

V a rs ity H a rrie rs R om p
A t M IT ; S econd W in
Determ ination proved to be the key factor in the U N H win over
M I T at B oston on Saturday. D espite the rain which had made the
running extrem ely difficult, the U N H harriers, in defiance of both
the com petition and the elements, exerted every effort to insure
a victory. Th e extra effort paid off in a 23 to 32 win for the U N H
squad. T h e entire team was really “ fired up” for this one, and
were bent on a victory to even up their
record, which now stands at two wins
against two losses.
Bill Randle and Captain John Ras
mussen were the big guns for U N H ,
placing first and second, respectively.
John, an outstanding athlete, seems to be
regaining his old form, having recently
been hampered by numerous injuries.
Both John and Bill can be counted on
to turn in exceptional performances.
Dave Swett and , Bill Rowley, two
normally strong runners, were unable to
run: Dave has been stricken with the
flu and Bill has an ankle injury.
The Varsity Summary
20:57
1 Randle, U N H
21:38
2 Rasmussen, U N H
22:00
3 Ewing, M IT
22:18
4 Swift, M IT
22:23
5 Drabik, U N H
22:29
6 Cooper, M IT
22:33
7 Selzer, U N H
22:38
8 Eaton, U N H
22:41
9 Mullen, M IT
22:44
Bennett, M IT
23 :00
11 Wheeler, U N H
23:10
12 McNulty, M IT
23:28
13 McCartney, M IT
24:00
14 Meyers, U N H
24:29
15 McDowell, M IT
25:07
16 Barnett, M IT
26:13
17 Fletcher, M IT
2 8 :00
18 Rehauser, M IT

Sauer at Baylor

George Sauer, former U N H football
coach is presently athletic director at
Baylor. After leaving U N H he was
head grid coach at Kansas University,
then at Navy, and finally at Baylor
University.

Oldest-Youngest Series
The oldest U N H football series is
with Bates. The ’Cats have won 12 of
the games, Bates 13, and three have been
ties since the first game in 1894. The
most recent series is with Bridgeport,
which started in 1954. U N H won both
of the games in this series.

The U N H Freshman harriers, extend
ing their win streak to four games,
gained a decisive victory over the M IT
Frosh on Saturday at Boston. Encount
ering the same rain-soaked conditions
that hampered the Varsity, the U N H
Frosh runners won by a score of 18
to 45. The Freshman win was almost an
exact duplication of the Varsity vic
tory, with sheer determination enabling
them to overcome both the rain and the
competition.
U N H , paced by the usual leaders,
MacGregor, Fowler, and Pelczar, estab
lished an early lead which they were
determined not to relinquish. This trio
ran an excellent race under the circum
stances, with MacGregor winning, Fow
ler second, and Pelczar fourth.
In fact, all the members o f both the
Varsity and Freshman Teams ran well,
with each man runing a better race
than he had run over the same course
three weeks ago.

W hen I like relaxful music, I listen
to the Classical Hour on W M D R from
6 :00-7:00 everyday, Sunday through
Friday.

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
13:20 19
13:29
13:40
14:11

The Freshman Summary:
1
2
3
4

MacGregor, U N H
Fowler, U N H
White, MIT
Pelczar, U N H

(continued from page 6)
nant, who played for Bishop Bradley.
He is playing end.
Every game in the brief U N H Brandeis series has been a thriller. In.
1951, the inaugural year, the W ildcats
had to come from behind with three
touchdowns in the fourth quarter, as
sophom ore backs Jeep Munsey, Paul
Am ico and Joe Regis, pulled out a 3320' victory.
In ’54 one of N ew Hampshire’ s
greatest teams was sweating out a onetouchdown lead in the fourth quarter
when Z iggy Serpico intercepted an
Egan pass and set up the insurance
touchdown in a 20-7 win.
The follow ing year at Cowell Sta
dium Stehlin put on a one-man show
to defeat the W ildcats 20-14, the win
ning T D com ing with less than tw o
minutes left to play.
And last year at W altham, Bob
Trouville sparked an 84-yard march in
less than three minutes to break a
deadlock and give the W ildcats a 20-13
win.
There has never yet been a dull game
played between N ew Ham pshire and
Brandeis. And there probably never
will.

DUNFEY’S
DAILY
E C O N O M IC A L
LU N C H EO N
SPECIALS

Cats Bow Before
Delaware Blue Hens

Y ou like popular music? W ell, so
does Lee Ansell, and h(e’ s your host
every Sunday night between 8:05-10:00
p.m. on W M D R .

14:33
14:38
14:40
14:40
14:42
14:49
14:49
15:04
15:16
15:29
15:30
15:37
16:00
16:11
16:59

Pickering, U N H
Buttrick, U N H
Tanner, U N H
Nurse, U N H
Wagener, M IT
Morrill, U N H
Damour, U N H
Hurd, M IT
Griffin, U N H
Stebbins, U N H
Gustafson, M IT
Grieves, M IT
Coon, M IT
Robertson, M IT
Carey, M IT
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Delaware, scoring at least twice in
each frame, defeated the University of
New Hampshire last Saturday at New
ark, Delaware, before a Homecoming
crowd of 7,000. The Blue Hens tallied
the first five times they obtained posses
sion of the ball.
The lone New Hampshire score came
in the fourth quarter when Joe Shillady,
a plunging Sophomore fullback, scored
from the three on a line buck through
the powerful Delaware forward wall. The
score came after Shillady led the team
from the Del. 45.
The Hens, paced by halfback Tony
Toto, scored from the 30 with 3 minutes
gone in the first quarter. It was Toto’s
first carry of the season. At the end
of the first quarter, Delaware led 20-0.
In the second quarter, Sophomore
quarterback Pellegrini took over. H alf
back John Bowman scored twice on runs
of 29 and 2 yards and halfback Tony
Suravitch scored on a 35-yard return
of an intercepted forward pass.
The game was New Hampshire’s
fourth loss and Delaware’s first win of
the season.
Outstanding for the Hens were Bob
Catozzi at quarterback, a possible LittleAmerican candidate, and Joe Harvarak
at guard.
The Wildcats were led by Pascucci in
the line and Ray Donnelley at fullback.
Two outstanding substitutes for New
Hampshire were Jim Ballou and “ W hoom” Nelson who stiffened the New
Hampshire line date in the fourth quarter.
The line score:
UNH
0 0
0 6
-6
Del.
20 14 12 13
-59

Brandeis . . .

UConn Coffee Hour
The Greater Hartford Alumni Club
will hold a coffee hour at the Student
Union Building at the University of
Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut immedi
ately following the UNH-UConn foot
ball game on Nov. 2. All University
faculty, alumni, and undergraduates at
tending the game are cordially invited
to attend.

Meal Tickets $5.00 — $5.25 Value
CHEF W ILLIAM E. McMULLEN
Culinary Institute of America

W HAT IS POLITE BUT MEANINGLESS
CO NVERSATION?

WHATS

ANY SALT worth his salt will gripe when

S A IL O R

£

(j/y£A/

told to paint a dull hull, varnish a vast
mast, or swab a dank plank. How to make
h i m break out in smiles? Just break out
the Luckies! He’ll be a Beamin' Seaman
in no time—and no wonder! A Lucky’s a
light smoke—it’s one cigarette that’s
packed end to end with superbly light,
golden rich, wonderfully good-tasting to
bacco. And Luckies’ fine tobacco’ s
toasted to taste even better! Now hear
this: Want to go light? Just go Lucky!
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W HAT IS A LAWYER'S BRIEFCASE?
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Riders W anted
JACK

RO U ND TRIP — Durham to Hanover

U

HENSON.

W rit K it

OF TOLED O

Leave— Friday afternoon about 3:30
Return— Sunday afternoon
Contact: Marcia Wilkinson, Sawyer Hall

STUCK FOR DOUGH?

W HAT DOES A MEDIEVAL RENT
COLLECTOR GET INTO?

W HAT IS A N UNOILED CASH REGISTER?

START STICKLING! MAKE *25

PAUL'S Jewelry
DOVER'S D IA M O N D DEALER
Integrity and Columbia Diamonds
ARTCARVED W E D D IN G BA N D S
TROPHIES A N D E N G R A V IN G
PENS - PENCILS - TYPEWRITERS
LU G G A G E - POCKETFLASKS
Complete Watch and Jewelry
Repair Service
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W e ’ll pay $25 for every Stickler we print— and
for hundreds more that never get used! So start
Stickling— they’re so easy you can think of dozens
in seconds! Sticklers are simple riddles
with two-word rhyming answers. Both
words must have the same number of
syllables. (Don’t do drawings.) Send
’em all with your name, address,
college and class to Happy-Joe-Lucky,
Box 67A, M ount Vernon, N . Y .

W HAT IS A C O O K S' CO NVENT IO N?

CH AR LES THARP

Castle Hassle

C LA UDE EIC HE L.

Shrill Till

N Y.U.

M I SS O U R I S C H O O L O F M I N E S

W HAT IS A N A RRO W SPORTS ARENA?

W HAT IS A SNOW BALL FIGHT?

ROBERT P. ALIE
Doctor of Optometry
Hours 9-5
and by
Appointment
Closed Wed.

450 Central Ave.
Dover, N. H.
Over Newberry's
Tel. 2062

nn
D ON A L D S E G A L .

Galley Rally

J A N E T HO Y T.
WESTERN MICHIGAN COLL

YALE

Slim Gym

T H O M A S R OG ERS .

Cool Duel

EMORY U

Eyes Exam ined
Prescriptions Filled
Prompt Service on Repairs
of all Types

LIGHT UP A l i d

S M O K E — LIGHT UP A LUCKY!
q A. T. Co.

Product of l/A & id n i& u 0a/ri c

— c/o&xxeo- is

our middle name
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Professor Long Journeys Around
World, Addresses Ceylon Students
by Carole Sofronas
Shortly after graduation in June 1956,
Professor David Long of the History De
partment and his wife embarked on a
thirteen month journey around the world.
Mr. Long was chosen to be the Fulbright
lecturer on American History at the
University of Ceylon.
The Longs traveled to the University
by way of San Francisco, Hawaii, Japan,
Hong Kong, and Thailand. Arriving in
Ceylon, they found perfect housing ac
commodations awaiting them. This in
cluded a ten room house with friendly
and capable servants.
Ceylon is an island about 300 miles,
north and south, and 150 miles, east and
west. The mountains go up to 8000 feet
and the waterfalls are as high as 6000
feet. The coastline would rival that _of
any South Sea island with its booming
turf and smooth sand. There are also
dry jungles and a game reservation with
wild elephants, water buffalos, boars,
and other animals.
Warm Climate
“ The climate,” Mr. Long says, “ al
though warm, was not as bad as we
anticipated. In fact there was never a
day as hot as Durham in August.”
Mr. Long found the work at the Uni
versity extremely interesting. The attrac
tive new campus, which has been built
within the last ten years, is set in the
mountains in the center of the island.
The University students were remarkedly like those at UNH . As Mr. Long
put it “ there were the brilliant,_ able
students; chronic cutters; eternal whiners;
poor, hard-working, stupid pluggers; and
the usual wise guy” . The men student’s
dress consisted of open throated, _ white
shirts with long, white pants, while the
co-eds wore the traditional saris. They
all spoke English and Mr. Long found
that their caliber of academic work was
high. Also, he said, “they spelled im
measurably better than U N H students”.
Leisurely Life
The Ceylonese are an extremely at
tractive and pleasant people. _ Their way
of life is leisurely and their academic
year is not as long as ours. They have
a great many vacations, including every
Full Moon day. Most of the students are
Buddhists by religion with sizable Hin
du, Moslem, and Christian minorities.
Students are found from all strata of
Ceylonese society as no tuition is charged
by the University.
The Longs traveled extensively in Cey
lon, driving over 13,000 miles on the

small island. During a seven week Christ
mas vacation they took the ferry from
Ceylon to India and traveled 7,000 miles
through this country, stopping at Bom
bay, Delhi, Calcutta, and Madras. In
cluded in this trip was a combined plane
and automobile trip to Darjeeling and
the Himalayas.
Tourist Sights
While in India they saw most of the
famous tourist sights. They were most
impressed by the Buddhist and Hindu art
centers in Ellora, Ajanta and Sanchi;
the great Mughal civilization in Jaipur,
Delhi and A g ra ; the South Indian civil
ization around Madras; and the incred
ible beauty of the Himalayas at dawn.
They had hoped to see Mount Everest,
but the weather was too cloudy. H ow 
ever, they saw beautiful Mount Kanchunjunga, the third highest mountain in the
world which, is as high as four and a
half Mount Washingtons placed upon
one another.
Mr. and Mrs. Long were surprised
that there was much less poverty, dirt,
and begging than they had anticipated.
They also remarked that if there are
any anti-American sentiments in India,
they are most certainly not shown to
American tourists.
Return Trip
They returned to Ceylon, and in April
came home by way of Lebanon, Syria,
Cyprus, Turkey (Istanbul and Ankara),
Greece (Athens, Crete, and Rhodes), Yu
goslavia, Italy (Rome, Naples, and Sici
ly ), Malta, the French Riviera, Spain
(Madrid, Barcelona and Andalusia), and
Portugal. While in these countries they
visited many historical sights which Mr.
Long feels “ will enable him to .give more
illustrated lectures to his History classes.”
One of the highlights on the way home
was the fact that the Longs were among
the first Americans to enter Eyria since
the Suez crisis. They found the magnifi
cent Minoan remains at Knossos in
Crete and the beautiful medieval-walled
cities of Rhodes and Dubrovnik, Yugo
slavia fascinating. Also interesting was

Need A Haircut?
UNIVERSITY

Carberry Shoe Store
A good place to buy shoes for the entire
family for every occasion

Durham, N. H.

Canterbury Club Meets
Last Sunday evening Canterbury
members participated in a role-play on
segregation. In doing this, a problem
of inter-racial marriage was drawn up
and developed into extemporaneous
acting. This was a continuation of the
previous week’ s discussion. This dis
cussion had included such questions
as: Should a white person marry a
Negro? If so, why? If not, why not?
the combination of artistic opulence and
arid land of Southern Spain.
Several times during their travels, the
Longs met old friends. While checking
their baggage at Karachi, en route from
Ceylon to Berut, they looked up to find
Robert Chandler, former president of
UNH. In Hong Kong and Barcelona
they met some o f Mr. Long’s former
high school students and in the Roman
Forum in Malta, and in Madrid they met
former U N H students.
The Longs arrived home just before
summer school began in 1957. In spite of
their coincidental encounters Mr. Long
states that “ it’s still a pretty big world.”

BUCKY’S
The Place to Enjoy
G ood Company
1 SC H O O L ST.

W ANTED

3RANITE STATE LAUNDRY

On Thursday, Oct. 10 three mem
bers of Angel Flight saw the campus
from a new angle as they flew over
Durham on a flight from the Skyhaven
Airport in Rochester to Newmarket
and back agaip. The members, Doreen
Downes, Caroline Cutting, and Harriet
Lavoie, made the flight in a Cessna 180
piloted by E M. Jessup and were ac
companied on the trip by Captain Sciarappa of the A F R O T C Department.
Later, on that same afternoon, two
girls from Bouve College met with
Angel Flight members, Claire Bagley,
Doreen Downes, and Betty Lou Linegar to discuss plans for starting an
Angel Flight Chapter at Bouve. T he
discussion was follow ed by a review of
the R Q T C drill.____________

From This Corner
By Liz Leyon
W hat have you decided this day?
T o o many things to remember? Per
haps you have decided what to read,
what to study, what movie to see and
with whom to see it, what notes to take,
what to wear, what to say, what time
to set your thrilling alarm clock, what
16 eat, where to go, what to do? Is
there any pattern to these decisions?
D o they have any relation to each other
or to some purpose you have for your
college years? Even as an image is
necessary before the form can be creat
ed, so these numerous decisions require
some channelling, accomplished by a
basic choice of direction. It is when
opinions are substituted for basic choi
ces that we have no direction.
As college students we must decide
what channel to take. Are we here to
learn about ourselves, what the good
for man is from the thinkers and ar
tists in history, a skill or an art for
the improvement of human environ
ment and direction for our future lives,
integrity of thought and action; to ac
quire the means of freedom so we can
expand to our environmental and inher
ited limits, to see, to hear, to think, to
be, or to learn something else? This is
the first choice w e must make, and
which choice becomes our frame of re
ference for college within., which our
other choices are made.
Since a situation never reveals all
of the causes and consequences we
have only partial, and often inadequate,
knowledge upon which to base our -de
cisions. Therefore we have three pos
sible choices: one, to wait, believing
we can apprehend the entire situation,
making no choice, ignoring the oppor
tunity; two, to act without thinking^
making the w rong choice, destroying
the opportunity; three, to act on what

R. P. Johnson Co.
Opposite Post Office

UPPER SQUARE, DOVER
We Give S&H Stamps

DOVER, N. H.

DEODORANT STICK FOR MEN!
Complete protection in an unbreakable, push-up case;
no foil to fool with; easy to pack; he-man size. $1

(continued from page 4)
fact that we have a college of techno
logy and a college of agriculture whose
students are either weighted dow n by
their studies or have absolutely no in
terest in anything outside their own
potential vocational field. This is not
to be construed as to say there are no
exceptions to this rule for it is a gen
eral rule and self-explanatory.
Secondly, the majority o f students
realize that the policy of the University
is toward a low -cost, high-quality edu
cation and not toward personal or Uni
versity prestige. Nearly all the students
are here to obtain that education and
not to enhance our own prestige thru
social contacts, high position in stu
dent organizations, or by means o f at
tention-getting undiplomatic and bias
ed editorials.
JO H N B IL L IN G T O N
we do know, making the best choice,
actualizing the opportunity. In the third
choice, another factor is “ inextricably
interwoven” , namely faith— a faith in
ourselves, and in our ability to correct
ly analyze the situation. W h y wait un
til it is too late to act, or act too soon,
when we can all choose adequately if
we merely realize that a kind of faith
is necessary. T o o often w e wait, afraid
of making a mistake.
The decisions made in college are
crucial ones. Choose one road or an
other, but choose, for those in the mid
dle don’t count. W alking on no road,
they have no significance. Those, after
circling through college as swallows in
their summer evening frolics, absqua
tulate, indifferent, without focus or de
dication, free from choices, ^ree from
sensibility, free from responsibility,
free from personal integrity. A ll this
and more is in store for those listless,
choice-free students or citizens. Decide
this day.

CAMPUS
BARBER SHOP
Treat Yourself
To The Best
OUR BUSINESS IS

Fountain Lunch Service

TO IMPROVE YOUR APPEARANCE

Come in now for a peek
at the '58 Chevrolet!
Just ask your Chevrolet dealer to
show you the booklet containing
advance information about the ’58
Chevrolet.

NEW! TODAY’S HANDIEST

Principles . . .

Merchandise From
5c - $5.00

BARBER S H O P

Girls for Laundry Work
HOURS 7:30 TO 4:00
Ins. Benefits

Members O f Angel Flight
Take Flight In Cessna 180

You can expect the 1958 Chevrolet
to be new all over. Lines will sweep
rakishly longer, lower and wider.
There will be a completely new V8
engine—radically different in design.

field, incredibly smooth air ride.
Chevrolet will introduce two new
luxury models of outstanding style
and distinction.
You’ll learn more at your Chevrolet
dealer’s. And you can see about an
early delivery that will make you a
’58 Chevrolet-Firster!

There will be Full Coil suspension
and, for the first time in Chevrolet’s

'5 8 Chevrolet, Thursday, October 31

Y A R D LEY OF LONDON,

inc.

Yardley products for Am erica are created in England and finished in the U.S.A. from the
original English formulae, com bining im ported and dom estic ingredients. 620 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C.

You can place your order now at Your Local Authorized Chevrolet D ealer’s

